Abstract-We consider the distributed weight balancing problem in networks of nodes that are interconnected via directed edges, each of which is able to admit a positive integer weight within a certain interval, captured by individual lower and upper limits. A digraph with positive integer weights on its (directed) edges is weight-balanced if, for each node, the sum of the weights of the incoming edges equals the sum of the weights of the outgoing edges. In this work, we develop a distributed iterative algorithm which solves the integer weight balancing problem in the presence of arbitrary (time-varying and inhomogeneous) time delays that might affect transmissions at particular links. We assume that communication between neighboring nodes is bidirectional, but unreliable since it may be affected from bounded or unbounded delays (packet drops), independently between different links and link directions. We show that, even when communication links are affected from bounded delays or occasional packet drops (but not permanent communication link failures), the proposed distributed algorithm allows the nodes to converge to a set of weight values that solves the integer weight balancing problem, after a finite number of iterations with probability one, as long as the necessary and sufficient circulation conditions on the lower and upper edge weight limits are satisfied. Finally, we provide examples to illustrate the operation and performance of the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
A distributed system or network consists of a set of components (nodes) that can share information with neighboring components via connection links (edges), forming a generally directed interconnection topology (digraph). The digraphs that describe the communication and/or physical topology typically prove to be of vital importance for the effectiveness of distributed strategies in performing various tasks [2] - [5] .
A weighted digraph is a digraph in which each edge is associated with a real or integer value called the edge weight. Similarly, a flow network (also known as a transportation network) is a digraph where each edge receives a flow that typically cannot exceed a given capacity (or, more generally, has to lie within upper and lower limits). A weighted digraph (or flow network) is weight-balanced or balanced if, for each of its nodes, the sum of the weights of the edges outgoing Apostolos I. Rikos is with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Cyprus, Nicosia, Cyprus. Email: arikos01@ucy.ac.cy.
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Parts of the results for distributed integer weight balancing under interval constraints in the presence of packet drops appear in [1] . The present version of the paper includes complete proofs for convergence and proposes extensions to handle transmission delays over the communication links (not addressed in [1] ). from the node is equal to the sum of the weights of the edges incoming to the node.
The problem we deal with in this paper can be viewed as the problem of weight/flow balancing under integer weight/flow constraints on each edge of a given digraph [6] , or the problem of producing a feasible circulation in a directed graph with upper and lower flow constraints [7] . Furthermore, it can also be seen as a particular case of the standard network flow problem (see, e.g., [8] ), where there is a cost associated to the flow on each link, and the objective is to minimize the total cost subject to balancing constraints on the flows.
Weight-balanced digraphs find numerous applications in distributed adaptive control and synchronization in complex networks. Examples of applications where balance plays a key role include modeling of flocking behavior [2] , network adaptation strategies based on the use of continuous second order models [9] , prediction of distribution matrices for telephone traffic [10] , distributed adaptive strategies to tune the coupling weights of a network based on local information of node dynamics [11] , and design of cut-balanced networks for consensus seeking systems [12] . Weight/flow balance is also closely related to weights/flows that form a doubly stochastic matrix [13] , which find applications in multicomponent systems (such as sensor networks) where one is interested in distributively averaging measurements at each component. Asymptotic consensus to the real average [14] or the quantized average [15] of the initial values is guaranteed if the weights used in the linear iteration form a doubly stochastic matrix. In particular, the distributed average consensus problem has received significant attention from the computer science community [16] and the control community [17] due to its applicability to diverse areas, including multiagent systems, distributed estimation and tracking [18] , and distributed optimization [19] . A review of recent approaches to distributed average consensus (and its applications to various settings) can be found in [5] .
Recently, quite a few works have dealt with the problem of balancing a strongly connected digraph with either real or integer weights/flows. For example, [5] , [6] , [20] - [22] deal with distributed algorithms for weight/flow balancing when the nonnegative weights on each edge are otherwise unconstrained (in terms of the values they admit), [23] , [24] deal with the problem of weight/flow balancing assuming timely and reliable exchange of information between nodes, and [25] deals with weight/flow balancing when the nonnegative weights on each edge are constrained and admit real values (resulting to asymprotic convergence) in the presence of unreliable communication links.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of integer weight/flow balancing in a multi-component system under a directed interconnection topology, where the flow/weight on each edge consists of lower and upper constraints (in terms of the values it admits) in the presence of bounded delays or unbounded delays (packet drops) in the communication links. We consider a fixed topology (digraph) and we devise a protocol, based on our previous work in [1] , where each node updates its state by combining the available (possibly delayed) weight information received by its in-neighbors. We establish that the proposed balancing algorithm reaches, after a finite number of steps, a set of weights that form a weight-balanced digraph despite the presence of arbitrary but bounded delays in the communication links. When packet drops (i.e., infinite delays) are present over the communication links, we propose a modified version of the algorithm that is shown to converge to a set of weights that form a balanced graph after a finite number of iterations (with probability one). In both cases, we argue that the proposed algorithm reaches a solution as long as such as set of weights exists.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II the notation used throughout the paper is provided, along with background on graph theory and the problem formulation. In Section III we present the conditions for the existence of a set of integer weights (within the interval constraints) that balance a weighted digraph. In Section IV we present the distributed algorithm which achieves integer weight-balancing in the presence of bounded delays after a finite number of iterations. In Section V, we analyze the case of unbounded delays (packet drops) in the communication links and we present a distributed algorithm which achieves integer weight-balancing after a finite number of iterations with probability one. Finally, in Section VI we present simulation results and comparisons, and we conclude in Section VII with a brief summary and remarks about our future work.
II. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
Matrices are denoted by capital letters. The sets of real, integer, natural and nonnegative integer numbers are denoted by R, Z, N and N 0 respectively.
A. Graph-Theoretic Notions
A distributed system whose components can exchange certain quantities of interest via (possibly directed) links, can conveniently be captured by a digraph (directed graph). A digraph of order n (n ≥ 2), is defined as G d = (V, E), where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } is the set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V − {(v j , v j ) | v j ∈ V} is the set of edges. A directed edge from node v i to node v j is denoted by (v j , v i ) ∈ E, and indicates that a nonnegative flow of mass from node v i to node v j is possible. We will refer to the digraph G d as the topology.
A digraph is called strongly connected if for each pair of vertices v j , v i ∈ V, v j = v i , there exists a directed path from v i to v j , i.e., we can find a sequence of vertices v i ≡ v l0 , v l1 , . . . , v lt ≡ v j such that (v lτ+1 , v lτ ) ∈ E for τ = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1. All nodes that can have flows to node v j directly are said to be in-neighbors of node v j while the nodes that receive flows from node v j comprise its outneighbors. The in-and out-neighbors of node v j are nodes in 
We assume that node v j assigns a "unique order" in the set {0, 1, ..., D j − 1} to each of its outgoing and incoming edges. The order of edge
and will be used later on as a way of allowing node v j to make changes to its outgoing and incoming edge flows in a predetermined order. Note that the "unique order" is cyclic in the sense that every time a node attempts to change the flows of its incoming/outgoing edges, it continues from the edge it stopped the previous time according to the predetermined order, starting from the beginning if it has changed the values of every incoming and outgoing edge.
We assume that a pair of nodes v j and v i that are connected by an edge in the digraph G d (i.e., (v j , v i ) ∈ E and/or (v i , v j ) ∈ E) can exchange information among themselves (in both directions). In other words, the communication topology is captured by the undirected graph G u = (V, E u ) that corresponds to the given directed graph
B. Flow/Weight Balancing
Given a digraph G d = (V, E) we aim to assign positive integer flows f ji ∈ N to each edge (v j , v i ) ∈ E. In this paper, these flows will be restricted to lie in an interval [l ji , u ji ], i.e., 0 < l ji ≤ f ji ≤ u ji and f ji ∈ N, for every (v j , v i ) ∈ E. We will also use matrix notation and denote (respectively) the integer flow, perceived integer flow 1 , lower limit, and upper limit matrices by the n × n matrices
f ji , the total out-flow of node v j is defined as f
f lj and the flow balance
ji will be used to denote the flow that node v j perceives on link (v j , v i ); due transmission delays or packet drops the flow perceived by node v j might be different from the actual flow f ji assigned by node v i (our convention is that the true flow on edge (v j , v i ) is assigned by node v i ).
Remark 1. Note here that the integer flow f lj on edge (v l , v j ) ∈ E is assigned by node v j . Thus, node v j has access to the true flow f lj of edge (v l , v j ) while node v l has access to a perceived flow f (p) lj , which will be equal to f lj if node v j is able to successfully communicate with node v l . This means that node v l can only calculate its perceived flow balance b (p) l at each iteration k and it has no access to the total (or perceived total) imbalance of the digraph G d .
C. Modeling Time Delays and Packet Drops
We assume that a transmission from node v j to node v l at time step k undergoes an a priori unknown delay τ
while, we consider both bounded delays and unbounded delays (packet drops). For bounded delays, we assume that τ
In the weight balancing setting we consider that node v j is in charge of assigning the actual flow f lj [k] to each link (v l , v j ), and then transmits to node v l the amount of change c 
To handle the case when a transmission from node v j to node v l at time step k undergoes an a priori unknown unbounded delay, we assume that each particular edge may drop packets with some non-total probability. We assume independence between packet drops at different time steps or different links (or even different directions of the same link), so that, we can model a packet drop via a Bernoulli random variable:
where x k (j, i) = 1 if the transmission from node v i to node v j at time step k is successful.
D. Problem formulation
We are given a strongly connected digraph G d = (V, E), as well as lower and upper limits l ji and u ji (0 < l ji ≤ u ji , where l ji , u ji ∈ R) on each each edge (v j , v i ) ∈ E. Considering that link transmissions undergo arbitrary, bounded (or unbounded) delays, we want to develop a distributed algorithm that allows the nodes to iteratively adjust the integer flows on their edges so that they eventually obtain a set of integer flows {f ji | (v j , v i ) ∈ E} that satisfy the following:
The distributed algorithm needs to respect the communication constraints imposed by the undirected graph G u that corresponds to the given directed graph G d . Specifically, the communication topology is captured by the undirected graph G u = (V, E u ) that corresponds to a given directed graph
Remark 2. One of the main differences of the work in this paper with the works in [6] , [20] - [22] , [26] , [27] is that the algorithm developed in this paper requires a bidirectional communication topology, whereas most of the aforementioned works assume a communication topology that matches the flow (physical) topology. We should point out that direct application of these earlier algorithms to the problem that is of interest in this paper will generally fail (because flows are restricted to lie within lower and upper limits). Also, note that there are many applications where the physical topology is directed but the communication topology is bidirectional. One such example is the traffic network that was mentioned earlier; it is represented by a digraph, in which unidirectional or bidirectional edges (possibly capacity constrained) capture, respectively, one-way or two-way streets, and where nodes capture intersections. Traffic lights typically sit at these intersections and aim to control traffic flow; even though traffic lights may be constrained in terms of how they divert flow (depending on the constraints of the traffic network), communication between neighboring traffic lights can be bidirectional. In other words, there are two graphs: the directed (physical) graph representing the actual traffic flow over streets/edges and the likely undirected (cyber or communication) graph representing the communication capability between nodes in the graph. In applications like the traffic network mentioned above, the algorithms proposed here are directly applicable. More generally, in many applications, the communication topology may not necessarily match the physical one; in our future work, we plan to enhance the algorithm proposed here to allow for different communication topologies (including the one that matches the physical topology).
III. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS: INTEGER CIRCULATION CONDITIONS
When edge weights are restricted to be integers, the theorem below (a variation of the well known circulation conditions) characterizes the necessary and sufficient conditions (e.g., see Theorem 3.1 in [8] ) for the existence of a set of integer flows that satisfy interval constraints and balance constraints. Theorem 1. Consider a strongly connected digraph G d = (V, E), with lower and upper bounds l ji and u ji (where 0 < l ji ≤ u ji ) on each edge (v j , v i ) ∈ E. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a set of integer flows
and 2) Balance constraints: f
are the following:
(i) for every (v j , v i ) ∈ E, we have l ji ≤ u ji , and (ii) for each S, S ⊂ V, we have
where
Remark 3. Note that Theorem 1 effectively requires G d to be strongly connected or a pure collection of strongly connected sub-digraphs. The necessity of the conditions described in Theorem 1 follows from the conditions in [8] : when flows are restricted to be integers, the effective interval of f ji is the interval [ l ji , u ji ] and clearly has to be non-empty for each (v j , v i ) ∈ V (condition (i) above).
IV. INTEGER FLOW BALANCING ALGORITHM WITH TIME DELAYS
In this section we provide an overview of the distributed flow algorithm operation; the formal description of the algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is iterative and operates by having, at each iteration, nodes with positive perceived flow balance attempt to change the integer flows on both their incoming and/or outgoing edges so that they become flow balanced. We first describe the distributed iterative algorithm operations and we establish that, if the necessary and sufficient integer circulation conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied, the algorithm completes after a finite number of iterations.
Initialization. At initialization, each node is aware of the feasible flow interval on each of its incoming and outgoing edges, i.e., node v j is aware of l ji , u ji for each v i ∈ N − j and l lj , u lj for each v l ∈ N + j . Furthermore, the flows are initialized at the ceiling of the lower bound of the feasible interval, i.e., f ji [0] = l ji . This initialization is always feasible but not critical and could be any integer value in the feasible flow interval [l ji , u ji ] (according to Theorem 1 an integer always exists in the interval [l ji , u ji ]). Also, each node v j chooses a unique order P (j) lj and P (j) ji for its outgoing links (v l , v j ) and incoming links (v j , v i ) respectively, such that {P
Iteration. At each iteration k ≥ 0, node v j is aware of the perceived integer flows on its incoming edges {f If an outgoing (incoming) edge has reached its max (min) value (according to the feasible interval on that particular edge), then its flow does not change and node v j proceeds in changing the flow of the ensuing edge, according to the predetermined order. Note here that no attempt to change flows is made if node v j has negative or zero perceived flow balance. The next time node v j needs to change the flows of its incoming/outgoing edges, it will continue from the edge it stopped the previous time and cycle through the edge weights in a round-robin fashion according to the ordering chosen at initialization. The desired flow change by node v j on edge (v j , v i ) ∈ E at iteration k will be denoted by c
; similarly, the desired flow change by node v j on edge (v l , v j ) ∈ E at iteration k will be denoted by c
B. Exchanging Desirable Flows. Once each node v j with positive perceived flow balance calculates the desirable flow change for each incoming {c
it does the following steps in sequence: 1) It transmits the desirable flow change c
2) It receives the (possibly delayed) desired flow changes c
is the sum of flow changes c (l) lj that were sent from v l and are seen by node v j by time step k. If no flow change is received due to time delays, then node v j assumes that c
3) It calculates its new outgoing (perceived incoming) flows of node v i , we need to take into account the possibility that both nodes desire a change on the flow simultaneously. Thus, the proposed algorithm attempts to coordinate the flow change. The challenge, however, is the fact that time delays may occur during transmissions (in either direction) while the nodes are trying to agree on a flow value.
Remark 5. It is important to note here that the total perceived in-flow f −(p) j of node v j might be affected from possible time delays at Step 4 of Algorithm 1. Specifically, if transmissions are are such that node v j receives no information about the change desired by its in-neighbor v i on the flow f ji , then
with n = |V| nodes and m = |E| edges. 2) l ji , u ji for every (v j , v i ) ∈ E, such that the circulation conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied. Initialization Set k = 0; each node v j ∈ V does: 1) It sets the flows on its perceived incoming and outgoing edge flows as
2) It assigns a unique order to its outgoing and incoming edges as P
. . , each node v j ∈ V does the following: 1) It computes its perceived flow balance as in Definition 2
ji ) until its flow balance becomes zero (if an edge has reached its maximum (minimum) value and it cannot be increased (decreased) further, its flow does not change and node v j proceeds in changing the next one according to the predetermined order). Then, it stores the desired change amount for each outgoing edge as c 
, and its new perceived incoming flows to be
6) It adjusts the new outgoing flows according to the corresponding upper and lower weight constraints as
and its new perceived incoming flows according to the corresponding upper and lower weight constraints as
7) It repeats (increases k to k + 1 and goes back to Step 1). Since nodes only attempt to make changes on the flows if their perceived balance is positive, node v i will only attempt to increase the flow f ji [k] of edge (v j , v i ), which means that during the execution of Algorithm 1 we have f
for each edge (v j , v i ) ∈ E, at each time step k. For this reason, we also have that the perceived balance b
Remark 6. According to the circulation conditions in Theorem III, each node v j ∈ V with positive perceived flow balance at iteration k (b
> 0) will always be able to calculate a flow assignment for its incoming and outgoing edge flows so that its perceived flow balance becomes zero (at least if no other changes are inflicted on the flows of its incoming or outgoing links). This can easily be seen by taking the set S to be {v j }, and realizing that the circulation conditions allow a flow assignment that is balanced. This means that the selection of desirable flows in Algorithm 1 is always feasible.
A. Proof of Algorithm Completion
In this section, we show that, as long as the circulation conditions in Theorem 1 hold, then the total imbalance ε[k] in Definition 3 goes to zero after a finite number of iterations of Algorithm 1. This implies that the flow balance b j [k] for each node v j ∈ V goes to zero after a finite number of iterations. We will argue that the perceived flow balance b (p) j also goes to zero and that the flows and perceived flows on each edge (v j , v i ) ∈ E stabilize to the same integer value f * ji (where f * ji ∈ N 0 ) within the given lower and upper limits, i.e., 0 < l ji ≤ f * ji ≤ u ji for all (v j , v i ) ∈ E. As in [23] we assume that
We begin by establishing some basic propositions, which rely on the strong connectivity of the network. Complete proofs of Proposition 1 can be found in [24] . Proposition 1. Consider the problem formulation described in Section II. At each iteration k during the execution of Algorithm 1, it holds that 1) For any subset of nodes S ⊂ V, let E − S and E + S be defined by (3) and (4) respectively. Then,
Proposition 2. Consider the problem formulation described in Section II. Let V − [k] ⊂ V be the set of nodes with negative flow balance at iteration k, i.e.,
. During the execution of Algorithm 1, we have that
Proof. We will first argue that nodes with nonnegative perceived flow balance at iteration k can never reach negative perceived flow balance at iteration k + 1. Combining this with the fact that the perceived flow balance of a node is always below its actual flow balance (see Remark 5), we establish the proof of the proposition. Consider a node v j with a nonnegative perceived flow balance b
We analyze below the following two cases: 1) at least one neighbor of node v j has positive perceived flow balance, 2) all neighbors of node v j have negative or zero perceived flow balance. In both cases, since b
node v j will attempt to change the flows of (some of) its incoming and outgoing edges. Specifically, node v j will calculate the desirable flow change c
In the first case (in which at least one neighbor of node v j has positive perceived flow balance), we have (i) b
For (i) we have that during the iteration k of Algorithm 1, the incoming edge flows of v j might change by its inneighbors (i.e., the flow of an incoming edge (v j , v i ) might be increased to be equal to 
As a result, for (i) we have that the nonnegative perceived flow balance of node v j at iteration k remains nonnegative at iteration k + 1.
For (ii) we have that the outgoing edge flows of v j might change by its out-neighbors v l ∈ N + j and it can be argued in a similar manner.
In the second case, we have b
This means that the neighbors of v j will not attempt to change the flows of its incoming and outgoing edges. As a result, since v j will transmit its desired flow changes and then set its outgoing
Overall, we have that during an iteration k of Algorithm 1, nodes with nonnegative perceived flow balance can never reach negative perceived flow balance at iteration k + 1.
we have that also nodes with nonnegative flow balance can never reach negative flow balance, thus establishing the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 3. Consider the problem formulation described in Section II. During the execution of Algorithm 1, it holds that
where ε[k] ≥ 0 is the total imbalance of the network at iteration k (see Definition 3).
Proof. From the third statement of Proposition 1, we
whereas from Proposition 2, we have
We analyze below the following two cases:
1) all neighbors of node v j have negative or zero perceived flow balance, 2) at least one neighbor of node v j has positive perceived flow balance. In both cases, node v j will not make any flow changes on its edges. In the first case we have that no node will perform any transmissions and thus, the flow balance of node v j will not change (i.e., In the second case, we have (i) b
For (i) we have that during the iteration k of Algorithm 1, the incoming edge flows of v j might change by its inneighbors (i.e., the flow of an incoming edge (v j , v i ) might be increased to be equal to
. In this case (regardless if we have a delay during the transmission of c 
Proof. During the execution of the proposed distributed balancing algorithm, transmissions on each communication link (v l , v j ) ∈ E are affected by arbitrary (time-varying and inhomogeneous) bounded time delays (i.e., 0 ≤ τ
. This means that the packets transmitted on each link (v l , v j ) ∈ E will eventually reach the corresponding node after a finite number of steps.
By contradiction, suppose Algorithm 1 runs for an infinite number of iterations and its total imbalance remains positive (i.e., ε[k] > 0 for all k). Suppose now that Algorithm 1 runs for an infinite number of iterations and its total imbalance remains positive (i.e., ε[k] > 0 for all k). This means that there is always (at each k) at least one node with positive flow balance. Let have positive flow balance infinitely often, and the delays that affect transmissions on each link are bounded, we have that the nodes that belong in V (+) will also obtain 2 positive perceived flow balance infinitely often]. Also there is at least one node with negative flow balance after an infinite number of iterations (i.e., belongs in
This set is well defined (due to the fact that positively balanced nodes cannot become negatively balanced) and contains at least one node with negative flow balance (otherwise the graph is balanced). [Note that, from Remark 5, nodes with negative flow balance have also negative perceived flow balance.] The above discussion implies that as k goes to infinity, the set of nodes V can be partitioned into three sets: V (+) , V (−) , and V − (V (+) ∪ V (−) ) (the latter is the set of nodes that remain balanced after a finite number of steps -and never obtain positive flow balance again). This is shown in Fig. 2. 2 Note that if the incoming (or outgoing) weights of node v j increase (or decrease) then, due to delays, it will not receive instantly the flow changes (i.e., it will assume no change happened on its incoming (or outgoing) weights). However, after a finite number of steps, v j will receive the flow changes and, by calculating its new perceived flow balance, it will notice that its perceived flow balance increased. As a result, if node v j obtains positive flow balance then, after a finite number of steps (since delays are bounded), it will also obtain positive perceived flow balance.
Since the graph is strongly connected, nodes in the set V (+) need to be connected to/from nodes in the other two sets. This is shown via the dashed edges in Fig. 2 (note that the presence of all four types of edges is not necessary, but there has to be at least one edge from a node in V (+) to a node in one of the two other sets, and at least one edge from a node in one of the two other sets to a node in V (+) ). Take S ⊂ V to be V (+) and note that S has at least one node. A node v j ∈ V (−) needs to have at least one in-neighbour v i (such that v i ∈ S or v i ∈ V − (V (−) ∪ V (+) )) and at least one out-neighbour
, then it is easy to see that f ji (f lj ) will have to reach the value f ji = l ji f lj (f li = u ji ). The reason is that if that was not the case, node v j would attempt infinitely often to decrease the value of f ji (increase the value of f lj ) implying that node v i (v j ) would obtain positive balance infinitely often, which is a contradiction.
We next consider the case when node v j ∈ V (−) has at least one in-neighbor v i in S and/or at least one out-neighbor v l in S. Since v i (v l ) also obtains positive perceived flow balance infinitely often it will attempt to increase (decrease) the flow
and after a finite number of steps at a nonnegative perceived flow balance (which is a contradiction),
, which is also a contradiction because if the integer valued ε[k] decreases infinitely often it will become zero.
Thus, the only possibility left is that the flows of edges outgoing from nodes in S cannot increase and the flows of edges incoming to nodes in S cannot decrease. In other words, for k ≥ k 0 for some large enough k 0 we have
, where E − S and E + S are defined by (3) and (4) respectively. From the first statement of Proposition 1, for the set S, we have that
. Thus, we have
which means that the integer circulation conditions do not hold (i.e., a contradiction). This means that if, after an infinite number of iterations, the total imbalance ε of Algorithm 1 remains positive, then the integer circulation conditions do not hold for the given a strongly connected digraph G d .
As a result, if the integer circulation conditions do hold for the given digraph, then, during the operation of Algorithm 1, the total imbalance ε will become equal to zero after a finite number of iterations, and the proposed distributed algorithm will result in a flow-balanced digraph. ji [k] from its in-and out-neihgbors. As a result, the proposed distributed protocol can also be implemented in cases where there is need to reduce energy consumption, communication bandwidth, network congestion, and/or processor usage, by considering the use of event-triggered communication and control [28] , [29] .
V. ROBUST INTEGER FLOW BALANCING ALGORITHM
In this section we consider the case when packet transmissions might undergo unbounded delays (packet drops) and present a distributed flow algorithm that is robust to such events. The formal description of the algorithm is provided in Algorithm 2. The algorithm is iterative and operates by having, at each iteration, nodes with positive (perceived) flow balance attempt to change the integer flows on both their incoming and/or outgoing edges so that they become flow balanced. [Note that the operation of Algorithm 2 is similar to Algorithm 1 with the main difference being that each node is required to calculate and transmit the desirable flows (and not the desired change amount) for its incoming and outgoing edges.] Again, we assume that each node is in charge of assigning the flows on its outgoing edges (i.e., f ji is assigned by node v i ; due to possible packet drops the perceived flow
ji on this link by node v j might be different) which means that each node will know exactly the flows on its outgoing edges but only have access to perceived flows on its incoming edges.
We describe the iterative algorithm operations and we establish that, if the necessary and sufficient integer circulation conditions for the existence of a set of integer flows that balance the given digraph are satisfied, the algorithm completes, almost surely, after a finite number of iterations.
Initialization. Same as Algorithm 1. Iteration. At each iteration k ≥ 0, node v j is aware of the perceived integer flows on its incoming edges {f No attempt to change flows is made if node v j has negative or zero perceived flow balance. Specifically, node v j attempts to add 1 to (or subtract 1 from) its outgoing (or incoming) integer flows one at a time, according to a predetermined (cyclic) order, until its perceived flow balance becomes zero. If an outgoing (incoming) edge has reached its max (min) value (according to the feasible interval on that particular edge), then its flow does not change and node v j proceeds in changing the next one according to the predetermined order. The desired flow by node v j on edge (v j , v i ) ∈ E at iteration k will be denoted by f (j) ji [k]; similarly, the desired flow by node v j on edge (v l , v j ) ∈ E at iteration k will be denoted by f
B. Exchanging Desirable Flows: Once the nodes with positive perceived flow balance calculate the desirable incoming {f
they take the following steps in sequence: 1) Node v j transmits (receives) the calculated desirable flows f
[Nodes with non-positive perceived balance simply transmit the values f
2) If no flow is received from out-neighbor v l (due to a packet drop), then node v j assumes that f
for the corresponding outgoing edge (v l , v j ) which suffered a packet drop on the transmission on the reverse link from node v l to node v j . Then it calculates its new outgoing flows Fig. 3 . Depending on the possible packet drops that might occur during the exchange of the desirable flows, we have the following four cases:
For the first two cases, the new flow on edge
(the difference in the two cases is that in the second case the perceived value of the flow at node v j is f
For the third and fourth cases, the new flow on edge
uji lji denotes the projection onto the interval). The difference in the two cases is that in the third case we have f 
A. Proof of Algorithm Completion
In this section, we show that, as long as the integer circulation conditions hold, then the total imbalance ε[k] in Definition 3 goes to zero after a finite number of iterations of Algorithm 2. This implies that the flow balance b j [k] for each node v j ∈ V goes to zero after a finite number of iterations, and thus (from the flow updates in Algorithm 2) the integer flow f ji [k] on each edge (v j , v i ) ∈ E stabilizes to an integer value f * ji (where f * ji ∈ N 0 ) within the given lower and upper limits, i.e., 1 ≤ l ji ≤ f * ji ≤ u ji for all (v j , v i ) ∈ E. As in [23] we assume that l ji ≥ 1 for each edge (v j , v i ) ∈ G. 
6) It sets its outgoing flows to be 
9) It repeats (increases k to k + 1 and goes back to Step 1) .
. During the execution of Algorithm 2, we have that
Proof. We will first argue that nodes with nonnegative perceived flow balance at iteration k can never reach negative perceived flow balance at iteration k + 1. Combining this with the fact that the perceived flow balance of a node is always below its actual flow balance (see Remark 8), we establish the proof of the proposition. Consider a node v j with a nonnegative perceived flow balance b
We analyze below the following two cases: 1) at least one neighbor of node v j has positive perceived flow balance, 2) all neighbors of node v j have negative or zero perceived flow balance. In both cases, since b (p) j [k] ≥ 0, node v j will attempt to change the flows of (some of) its incoming and outgoing edges. Specifically, node v j calculates the desirable flow f
In the first case, both in-and out-neighbors (v i and v l respectively) of v j will calculate the desirable flows for their incoming and outgoing edges. Depending on the possible packet drops that might occur during the transmissions from node v i to node v j , we consider the following two scenarios: a) no packet is dropped, b) at least one packet is dropped.
Recall that from the perceptive of node v j the following transmissions take place: first, node v j sends f 
(6) becomes
Also, since f
As a result we conclude that, for scenario (a), the nonnegative perceived flow balance of node v j at iteration k remains nonnegative at iteration k + 1.
For scenario (b), let us assume (without loss of generality) that f ji [k + 1], sent from node v i to node v j at Step 7 of the proposed algorithm, suffered a packet drop while all the other transmissions were successful. We have that
which, in a similar manner, leads to the conclusion that b
Thus, for scenario (b), we conclude that if only the transmission from node v i to node v j suffered a packet drop, the nonnegative perceived flow balance of node v j at iteration k remains nonnegative at iteration k + 1.
The remaining scenarios, where multiple transmissions suffer packet drops during the same iteration k, as well as the remaining cases, where all neighbors of node v j have negative or zero perceived flow balance, can be argued in a similar manner.
As a result we have that during an iteration k of Algorithm 2, nodes with nonnegative perceived flow balance can never reach negative perceived flow balance at iteration
Proposition 6. Consider the problem formulation described in Section II. During the execution of Algorithm 2, it holds that
whereas from Proposition 5, we have
. We analyze below the following two cases:
1) all neighbors of node v j have negative or zero perceived flow balance, 2) at least one neighbor of node v j has positive perceived flow balance. In both cases, node v j will not make any flow changes on its edges. In the first case, the flow balance of node v j will not change (i.e.,
For (i) we have that during the iteration k of Algorithm 2, the incoming edge flows of v j might change by its inneighbors (i.e., the flow of an incoming edge (v j , v i ) might be increased to be equal to Proposition 7. Consider the problem formulation described in Section II where the integer circulation conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied. Algorithm 2 balances the flows in the graph in a finite number of steps, with probability one (i.e., ∃ k 0 so that almost surely ∀k
Proof. By contradiction, suppose Algorithm 2 runs for an infinite number of iterations and its total imbalance remains positive (i.e., ε[k] > 0 for all k). During the execution of the proposed distributed balancing algorithm, packets containing information are dropped with probability q lj < 1 for each communication link (v l , v j ) ∈ E (we assume independence between packet drops at different time steps and different links and link directions). During transmissions on link (v l , v j ), we have that at each transmission, a packet goes through with probability 1 − q lj > 0. Thus, if we consider k lj consecutive uses of link (v l , v j ), the probability that at least one packet will go through is 1 − q k lj lj , which will be arbitrarily close to 1 for a sufficiently large k lj . Specifically, for any (arbitrarily small) > 0, we can choose
to ensure that each transmission goes through by k lj steps with probability 1 − . Suppose now that Algorithm 2 runs for an infinite number of iterations (where infinite successful packet transmissions occurred on each link (v l , v j ), for a sufficiently large k lj ) and its total imbalance remains positive (i.e., ε[k] > 0 for all k). This means that there is always (at each k) at least one node with positive flow balance and thus the proof of this Proposition becomes identical to the proof of Proposition 4.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results and comparisons for the proposed distributed algorithms. Specifically, we illustrate the behavior of the proposed distributed algorithms for the following two scenarios: (i) the scenario where Algorithm 1 operates in a randomly created graph of 20 nodes where for every communication link (v j , v i ) ∈ E there are bounded transmission delays 0 < τ lj < τ , at each iteration k, where τ = 10 (we choose the delays randomly, independently between different links and link directions, but keep in mind that the profile of the delays could be anything as long as they are bounded), (ii) the scenario where Algorithm 2 operates in a randomly created graph of 20 nodes where for every communication link (v j , v i ) ∈ E there are packet drops with equal probability q, at each iteration k, where 0 ≤ q < 1 (independently between different links and link directions). Note that the the integer circulation conditions hold for both of the following scenarios.
In Fig. 4 we show the operation of Algorithm 1 in a randomly created graph of 20 nodes where for every communication link (v j , v i ) ∈ E there are bounded transmission delays 0 < τ lj < τ , at each iteration k, where τ = 10. In the top plot, we show the absolute imbalance ε = n j=1 |b j |, ∀v j ∈ V (blue line) and the perceived total imbalance ε (p) = n j=1 |b (p) j | (red line) against the number of iterations k. In the In the bottom plot, we show nodes balances b j [k] (as defined in Definition 1) as a function of the number of iterations k for the distributed algorithm. As expected, the plots verify that the absolute imbalance ε becomes equal to zero after a finite number of iterations, which means that Algorithm 1 is able to obtain a set of integer flows that balance the corresponding digraph after a finite number of iterations in the presence of bounded transmission delays 0 < τ lj < τ , where τ = 10, on each link (v l , v j ) ∈ E. In Fig. 5 we show the operation of Algorithm 2 for the same case as Fig. 4 . The plot suggests that Algorithm 2 is able to obtain a set of integer flows that balance the corresponding digraph after a finite number of iterations in the presence of packet dropping links with probability q = 0.8, on each link (v l , v j ) ∈ E. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered the integer flow/weight balancing problem in a distributed multi-component system whose interconnection topology forms a strongly connected digraph, under the constraint that each edge flow lies within a given interval and communication between links may suffer bounded delays or unbounded delays (packet drops). We have presented two distributed algorithms, which achieve integer flow-balancing in a multi-component system in the presence of lower and upper limit constraints on the edge flows/weights, and we analysed their functionality and established their correctness in the presence of transmission delays and packet dropping links. We also demonstrated their operation, performance, and advantages via various simulations.
In the future, we plan to characterize the number of steps required for the proposed algorithm to terminate, calculate its computational cost, and compare it with existing algorithms on flow/weight balancing over networks. We also plan to apply these techniques to distributed averaging consensus problems that are subject to quantized communication.
